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“Economic history is a never-ending series of

episodes based on falsehoods and lies, not truths.

It represents the path to big money. The object is

to recognize the trend whose premise is false, ride

that trend, and step off before it is discredited.”

George Soros

Another thing that I realize about myself that I don’t see in other traders is that

I’m really humble about my ignorance. I truly feel that I’m ignorant despite having

made enormous amounts of money.

Many traders I’ve met over the years approach the market as if they’re smarter

than other people until somebody or something proves them wrong. I have found

this approach eventually leads to disaster when the market proves them wrong.

Jim Leitner



Every year I usually take time off from trading (mainly a break from full time trading. I still have all

the trades that were on with trailing stops. My signals are still set up with buy stops or sell stops.) in

the summer. I come into every summer knowing that we will most likely be range bound. This does

not mean that we should stop trading. This does mean that I limit my expectations. There is no such

thing as a 100% (win rate) seasonal cycle over a long period of time. Backtesting this also says that

you should continue to trade. Summer rallies are rare but they do happen.

Agricultural commodities have a tendency to pick up in to the summer months.



This is the grain index over the last Ag cycle 2000-2012.

“We need to quantify things and understand why some things are cheap or expensive by using
some hard measure of what cheap or expensive means. Then there has to be a combination of
story and value. A story is still required because it will appeal to other people and appeal is what
drives markets. If there’s no story and something’s cheap, it might just stay cheap forever. But if
there’s a story involved, make sure that you first look at the numbers before you get involved to be
sure there is some quantitative backing to the idea.”



Livestock usually runs higher at the end of summer.

Long story short: manage your expectations and be ready for volatility. Also let's look forward to

buying opportunities that will most likely come in late October for equities.



From the 2021 stock trader's almanac.

November is always one of the best months for stocks, energy, small caps, financials and so on.

Once again seasonals are never 100% but this helps us create a roadmap as well as our intermarket

signals.

Jason Perz



“If there is one fatal flaw in this business, it is allowing isolated information

to drive trading or investing decisions-committing money without

understanding all the risks. And there is only one way to understand all the

risks: through systematic knowledge.” Trader Vic





Part 1                                       Kashyap Sriram (the fundamental view)

Part 2 Jason Perz (chart storm)

Part 1: Catching up on past trades

Corvus Gold - I closed the Corvus Gold trade last Friday at $4/share for a ~20% gain. The trade

worked out as expected. Time to move on.

Short New Found Gold - NFG shares peaked within a week of my short recommendation (see June

issue). Using the 6/1 closing price of C$12.38 as my entry, the trade is up 16.4%. Share prices should

continue to decline as the float improves. Stay short.

Short Cameco/URNM - As I wrote in the July issue, spot uranium is flat while the uranium miners

have rallied, creating a divergence. Valuation-wise, the uranium sector is grossly overvalued for

current spot uranium prices. Several uranium juniors have raised financing to secure physical

uranium, the so called #uraniumsqueeze, and yet the uranium price has stayed flat. While uranium

remains in a long term supply deficit, the fact that the price has failed to go up amidst what ought

to be wildly bullish news makes me cautious. So, I re-iterate the short trade. Note that this trade

runs counter to the long term trend, which is still up. If I were to enter this trade now, I'd set a buy

stop over $60 for URNM and $18 for CCJ (or perhaps a 14-week ATR of 1.5). Using the 7/9 closing

price as my entry, the CCJ short is up 10.6% and URNM short is up 9.4%. These gains are indicative -

if you used tight stops you would have been stopped out on the rally at the end of last month.

Link for monitoring uranium prices - https://www.cameco.com/invest/markets/uranium-price

Buy Euronav and DHT Holdings - The big winners in the shipping space this year are the

containerships and dry bulk. Why bother buying the oil tankers?

The long term picture is one of supply destruction as vessels headed for the scrap heap are not

replaced by newbuilds. Shipyards are swamped with orders for containers and LNG vessels, so any

newbuild ordered now will likely not even be scheduled for delivery until late 2023 or 2024. Suffice

to say, nobody wants to order a vessel now, not with the International Maritime Organization

creating uncertainty over future regulations. Vessel owners are hurting since current charter rates

aren't even high enough to cover opex.



Again, why bother with a sector in distress? The gap between the NAV of these companies and the

share price is growing wider, and such gaps have a way of correcting themselves through corporate

action. The NAV here isn't a nebulous figure - it is simply the actual values of the fleet as

determined by trading activity in the sale & purchase market and broker reports.

While the market is valuing these companies based on the terrible numbers they are posting in their

income statement, we are buying into them based on their strong balance sheet and attractive

valuation. All that's needed to repair the income statement is a few ticks higher in oil demand -

that's just a matter of time.

Two ways to play this - (1) catch the falling knives and hope for a corporate action or trend change

to close the valuation gap, (2) set a buy stop.

I chose (1). I have a small position and I plan on adding aggressively when the sub-sector breaks out.

Using the 7/9 closing price as my entry, the EURN trade is down 13.2% and DHT is down 14%.

Watch for an opportunity to short CACC

Website: https://www.creditacceptance.com/

Since 1972, Credit Acceptance has offered automobile dealers vehicle finance programs to help

them sell vehicles to consumers, regardless if they have bad or no credit. These programs are

offered through a nationwide network of automobile dealers who benefit from sales of vehicles to

consumers who otherwise could not obtain financing; from repeat and referral sales; and from sales

to customers who come into the dealership believing they have credit issues, but qualify for

traditional financing. Further, we report to the three national credit reporting agencies, giving

consumers an opportunity to improve their credit score and potentially qualify for more traditional

financing.

Our company is unique. Enrolled dealers share in the cash flows from the contract, which creates an

alignment of interests and is a critical element of our success. Dealers have an incentive to sell

reliable vehicles that last the term of the contracts, as they benefit from those who successfully

repay their contracts.

CACC is in the business of making subprime auto loans. Business is booming. The first two quarters

of 2021 saw the company achieve net income of $490.7 million (EPS of $28.96) vs. net income of

$12.6 million (70 cents) for the same period last year. Shares made a 52-week high yesterday.

Sounds good, right? Not when you take a look under the hood.

The comparison looks good only because provision for credit losses decreased by $503.3 million,

accounting for 101.9% of the H1 2021 net income. That's a phantom gain which will be

non-recurring. The company's loan loss projections may even prove too optimistic when the

moratorium on evictions ends and the company's customer base starts feeling the squeeze of



having to make both rent and car payments. The situation will be even worse when unemployment

benefits expire.

The bottomline is, if you believe the Biden administration will institute universal basic income, CACC

is probably an attractive buy. Under less optimistic scenarios, CACC's price to book of 3.73x and

debt-to-equity ratio of 2.26x indicates a company priced to perfection with a lot of downside

potential if things go south.

CACC reported earnings at the end of last month. What have insiders been doing since the blackout

period ended? Yep, you guessed it! They are taking advantage of the post earnings rally.

The consensus forecast based on 6 analyst ratings (4 hold, 2 sell) is $395.67, with the low case being

$295. If shares correct back to 1 times book, CACC could go as low as $153.

My recommendation is to watch for a short opportunity. You could buy puts but there's no volume

in the OTM puts expiring in Jan 2022 or beyond. This trade will need time to work out. Easier to just

watch for a trend change and go short.

Beware of the market gurus



I've been a subscriber of Fred Hickey's The High-Tech Strategist for years and I have a lot of respect

for the guy. But the above tweet is an epitome of the kind of folly value investors are wont to keep

repeating. According to the tone of his tweet, the August 10 COT report implies gold is a buy

because the money managers have increased their short positions and reduced their long positions.

That implies gold will rally. The underlying basis for his tweet is that CTAs are idiots who always do

the wrong thing (and lose money). If that were indeed true, don't you think asset allocators would

have figured it out by now?

Fred Hickey is a perma gold bull and tech bear. He occasionally takes long positions in tech stocks

and reduces his allocation to gold, but he is firmly locked in to that mindset. Like most market gurus,

he needs to consistently repeat this message in order to grow his fan following and sell newsletters.

Even better, he doesn't publish a track record. Has he outperformed the HFRX or any of the trend

following CTAs? We will never know.

But Kashyap, wasn't his call right? After all, gold has rallied since August 10th.

The trick is to go back and look at his timeline.



For a man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail.



The gurus are always repeating the same message. Price action is inconsequential, what matters is

their own view of the world. If cryptos correct, why, they were right all along on why one should

avoid that sector. They've always told you so. If gold corrects, well, you should just buy or "nibble"

on the miners. Any piece of news is a catalyst for gold to go higher. This market is like that other

time when gold miners went up 100%.

Good market gurus like Fred Hickey are bound to get it right over time. Especially ones who derive a

significant chunk of their income from successfully investing their own money, rather than from just

selling newsletters. The question is - do they have good risk adjusted returns? I tend to think not.

When in doubt, refer to the price action rather than a market guru on Twitter.

That said, here's my view on the gold sector.

Thoughts on gold miners

I'm not a buyer. I tend to favour the explorers which move based on their fundamentals as well as

the gold price, moreso the former. Price action wise, most of the explorers I follow are in a

downtrend. Sentiment is bearish. Gold is consolidating. Sure, I could recommend some great names

now and just ignore the market for a year and I no doubt will have a positive return. But this is a

trading newsletter geared towards traders with much shorter time horizons. Locking up capital in

this space implies there's less capital available for the next attractive opportunity that comes along.

It also increases the risk of drawdowns.

I don't want to speculate on takeover candidates when sentiment at corporate offices of the bigger

miners is bound to be in favour of caution rather than growth. Barrick CEO Mark Bristow has been

quite vocal about the need for consolidation in the industry and no doubt takeovers will happen. I

just don't want to speculate on potential takeovers right now.



That's my reasoning for not recommending any new trades in the gold space. I do have a buy list for

investors. If you're interested in that, send me a message on Telegram @kash286.

Why do I have a buy on the oil tankers but not gold miners, even though they are both in a

short-term downtrend? With gold, it's easy to monitor the market price everyday and figure out

when the downtrend/consolidation is over. With the oil tankers, we will only get to know about

fixtures and the trend in TCE rates after the fact. DHT is actively buying back shares. EURN also has a

history of buybacks. This trade has little downside and a lot of upside from here based on economic

fundamentals of supply and demand and potential corporate action. With gold stocks, the upside is

contingent on gold sentiment and price action.

When it's apparent that the market has turned, I'll be aggressively adding to the miners and oil

tankers.

Breakwave Dry Bulk Shipping (BDRY)

Website: https://etfmg.com/funds/bdry/

BDRY provides long exposure to the dry bulk shipping market through a portfolio of near-dated

freight futures contracts on dry bulk indices. The Fund will hold freight futures with a weighted

average of approximately three months to expiration, using a mix of one-to-six-month freight

futures, based on the prevailing calendar schedule. The Fund intends to progressively increase its

position to the next calendar quarter three month strip while existing positions are maintained and

settle in cash. The initial freight futures allocation will be 50% Capesize contracts, 40% Panamax

contracts and 10% Supramax contracts, rebalancing annually, as needed, during the first two weeks

of the month of December.

BRDY is an ETF that provides exposure to dry bulk rates. I'm wary of ETFs which buy and hold futures

but this instrument has a great track record. Plus, the chart looks beautiful.



The Baltic Dry Index hit a multi-year high last week. The same cannot be said of the dry bulk

shipping stocks. This ETF can be viewed as an alternative to the stocks, which are quite volatile.

Containerships and dry bulk shipping are in a long-term bull market, but I am unsure if current

prices represent an attractive entry point. For those who want to take a closer look, check out these

names.

Containerships: ZIM, TRTN, ATCO and MATX.

Dry bulk: SBLK, GOGL and EGLE.

Costamare (CMRE) is another interesting candidate to watch. The company has its foot in both

containers and dry bulk. The stock is covered by 3 analysts with a buy rating and a consensus target

of $13.75. The stock has a TTM PE of 8.3x and a forward PE of 4.3x. I want to watch how the

broader sector performs over the next two weeks and buy in just ahead of Labor Day.

Short overvalued Chinese stocks

Every so often, Western investors grow enamoured of Chinese stocks, only to learn time and time

again that it just doesn't pay to invest in that country. Be it Sino Forest or Luckin Coffee, accounting

frauds are numerous and investors get fooled into buying worthless stocks. Then there's Chinese

tech. Chinese tech stocks were once treated on par with US tech stocks - until the CCP cancelled the

Ant Group IPO and investors suddenly awoke to political risk in Chinese tech. Recently, the CCP has



started going after education companies and threatened to turn them into non-profits. They have

also banned bitcoin mining.

Unlike Kyle Bass who has it in for everything Chinese, I bring this up to make a point - Chinese stocks

are risky and need to trade at a discount to reflect that risk. Yet, there's one group of Chinese stocks

which currently doesn't.

From the article:

"The move would mark the first financial investment by the U.S. military into commercial-scale rare

earths production since World War Two’s Manhattan Project built the first atomic bomb.

It comes after President Donald Trump earlier this year ordered the military to update its supply

chain for the niche materials, warning that reliance on other nations for the strategic minerals could

hamper U.S. defenses.

China, which refines most of the world’s rare earths, has threatened to stop exporting the

specialized minerals to the United States, using its monopoly as a cudgel in the ongoing trade spat

between the world’s two largest economies."

Since the covid crash, the VanEck Vectors Rare Earth/Strategic Metals ETF (REMX), which tracks the

overall performance of companies involved in producing, refining, and recycling of rare earth and

strategic metals and minerals, moved from a low of $23.91 to peak at $115 earlier this month. The

ETF has a wild 1 year return of 151%. No doubt, this outperformance has something to do with US

government funding for US sourced rare earths.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-rareearths-army-exclusive-idUSKBN1YF0HU


Website: https://www.vaneck.com/us/en/investments/rare-earth-strategic-metals-etf-remx/

Only, the premise based on which investors have obtained rare earths exposure is false.

REMX chiefly holds Chinese equities, with the top 4 holdings representing 37.5% of the ETF.

This is a poorly constructed ETF, albeit one which has done quite well for the last 17 months. The

stocks which constitute the ETF are priced to perfection with crazy high PE and PB ratios. The ETF

itself has a PE ratio of 17.25x and PB ratio of 4.25x as of July 31st.

“Economic history is a never-ending series of episodes based on falsehoods and lies,

not truths. It represents the path to big money. The object is to recognize the trend

whose premise is false, ride that trend, and step off before it is discredited.” George

Soros

Worth repeating the quote here, since this is indeed the case with REMX. I consider yesterday's gap

down in REMX the start of the discrediting process. If I'm right, we have a long way to go.

Short REMX at ~$103 with a stop above $115 and a target of ~$40.

Given the risk reward I see in this play, I would be comfortable giving it another try if my first

attempt fails.



Part 2

1. Gold created a major reversal candle and this week we could see a 3 bar reversal pattern

build on a weekly chart. That is a powerful pattern.



2. I still say that I respect the Wall Street Bets guys for saying they are going to pump up the

silver market but just like I said last year. It is impossible. What we need to watch for now is

if silver is going to start moving and show some risk on signals flowing into this market.

3. Silver to gold ratio- No divergence yet. Patience.



4. GDXJ:GDX ratio-Still in risk off mode in the precious metals markets. All of these signals are

still bearish with the metals holding up so far. Patience.

Intermarket Analysis



5. Gold/Commodities-Commodities leading.

6. Copper to Gold ratio-Still pointing to more upside in yields.



7. CRB/USB ratio saying the same.

8. VVIX is very stressed going into this week's Fed meeting. This is a warning sign.



9. JNK:TLT-Still outperforming SPX but weak. It needs to turn up right here right now.

“The whole secret to winning big in the stock market is not to be right all

the time, but to lose the least amount possible when you’re wrong.” William

J O’Neil



10. The Baltic dry bulk shipping index continues to make new highs. Shrugging off all of the

bearish news.

Breadth



11. The NYAD Advance decline line needs to turn up here to confirm this up trend.

12. Equal weight SPX (RSP) against the SPX (top)



13. Stocks above 50 day moving averages are above 60% and stocks above the 200 day moving

averages are above 80%. Not great but not bad.

14. All sectors are holding on to their bullish primary trends. Only two have lost their short term

trends.

Crypto/Commodities/Currencies/Misc



14. Bitcoin (new system.) This new system is based on a 30 period Bband buy signal and a 21 period

band sell signal. Both are set to 2 standard deviations. This system is incredibly profitable and robust

when it comes to commodities. The added signal is a TTM squeeze trigger which I pointed to when I

brought up the bitcoin buy signal the other week. Trailing stops are set at 30% if we don’t hit a sell

signal first which is tight for BTC which is the most volatile trading product in history.



15. ETHUSD is leading the market higher. This shows a risk on appetite in the crypto space.

Which is what we want to see.

16. Natural Gas is in an incredible uptrend. Global supplies are tight. Global markets besides the

US are at new ATH’s. As Tom Basso said “Enjoy the ride”



17. Platinum-I can’t make a great case for Platinum at the moment. However I would really pay

attention to it now and patiently wait for buy signals.

18. Commercial buying in platinum just hit a 3 year high.



19. Soybeans-I mentioned buying Jan soybeans this weekend. It is in a buy signal but the safe

bet would be when it hits the top of the Bband.

20. Soybean curve in backwardation. Commercial buying is moving fast. This is a great set up.



21. Seasonals look great as well.

22. While everyone is saying that the commodity bull is over. Wheat has been moving. I won't

go over everything else but yes seasonals, commercial buying and so on look good as well.



23. Cocoa has been a terrible chop fest for years now. We bought this fake out pattern in July.

Maybe we can break the curse lol.

24. December Cotton



25. Steel futures-The point of this is that I could go on and on showing you all of the

commodities that are still making new highs. The point is to find your own way. Don’t

blindly follow anyone on anything. Commodities are all different and they all rotate.

26. XME metals and mining could benefit from this.



27. I want to see the Canadian dollar catch up soon. I still think oil has potential even all the way

up here. The CAD usually gives us hints to where oil will end up.

28. Nikkei-I have never backtested this but the Nikkei has always been my way of of seeing if

the fall-winter rally will go as planned. If it is up or at least stronger than the SPX in

September or October it will hint that the broad markets will follow.



29. The buy signal for the Nikkei would trigger at 28300.

30. December Corn.” USDA’s August crop production report produced a few surprises,

including a 5 bu. per acre cut to the national corn yield. The report sent corn futures

up more than 20¢ after the report was published.

Based on conditions as of Aug. 1, USDA says the national corn yield is expected to

average 174.6 bu. per acre with total production to reach 14.8 billion bushels. While

the production number is 4% above 2020, it missed the average trade guess and

come in lower than the 15.16 billion bushels USDA forecasted in July based on a



179.5 bu. per acre yield. The lowest trade guess for yield prior to the report was 175.7

bu. per acre.”

Before this I could have made a case for corn either way however the trend was still

to the upside. We never see reports like this in August. The August report is actually

known as a sure thing bearish report. Corn is still in an uptrend. We want to see the

bollinger bands continue expanding but we still don’t see a reversal to a bearish

trend.

31. US Dollar-Still no real clear signal.



32. US bonds. This looks nasty. Is this the end of the possible corrective rally in US bonds. Sell in

May and go away can usually be summed up by watching the movement in bonds. Most of

the time they have one final gasp for air from may-august.



33. Bonds-Non commercials rising and commercials falling. This also supports more downside in

30 year bonds. No clear signal but it is coming.

34. Buy NZDUSD at .70573

35. NZDUSD ready to buy.



36. Buying the Mexican Peso on a breakout will probably turn out to be one of the most

explosive currency trades in years. That is a major band squeeze that has continued to hold

strong while the dollar has been moderately strong. This is the type of trades that we like a

lot.

37. Net positions in the Peso. The reason that it has been so strong is because of the major

move in commercial buying.



38. Commercial Net positions for the Russell 2000 are fucking exploding. Literally. That's a 2

year high.

39. Russell 2000 small cap index. Don’t drive yourself crazy while things are consolidating.



40. RSX- Russia has grown to our largest long term holding. The fundamentals are

great. The technicals are great. What’s not to like?



41. XLF made a new high and pulled back. I doubt that is the end of it. First off we

need to watch bonds. XLF has been incredibly strong despite bonds holding

up well. This is also another hint that the 30 year bond could turn down here.

To confirm that we want to see the banks catch new highs again.



42. Bond yields. They are all starting to turn up… Nothing is written in stone yet.

43. XLI industrials has some major upside in it’s futures.



44. My favorite sector in this area based on value and technicals is waste and

disposables.

45. Coal stocks-still my favorite place to be in energy. As crazy as that sounds.

TECK BTU and NRP being those names that we have in the space.



46. Transports/Dow finally starting to turn up.



47. We decided last year that instead of putting money into China (middle row on

the bottom) we were going to put money into the countries benefiting from

the boom in China. I do think something special is going on in that country

but I don’t think that I want to put too much money into China directly

because of the overarching situation. Taiwan, Australia, Mexico, India and

Singapore are areas that we do like.


